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This seemingly innocuous
form of transit – basically a
high occupancy vehicle –
was a catalyst for
gentrification and
displacement debates in
the early 2000s, a topic
referred to in at least one
master’s thesis as “The
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and movement are

through the air. Though the
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flights on demand sounds
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in popular culture (pulp

futuristic but Merriam

fire in 1937. A safer albeit
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magazines, James Bond,

Webster points to 1919 as
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the first year the term was
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for almost a century, we
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Its name originates from the

There is a Reddit thread

For centuries, the gondola

More a recreational mode

Greenlandic word qajaq. The

with a guy asking why he

was a major means of

of transport than a

kayak has been around since

can’t commute from the

transportation within the

the late 16th century but its

east bay to San Francisco

canals of Venice, Italy. Now

form and function have been

by jet ski. He got over 100

it's mostly a floating tour bus

like Bainbridge or Bermuda

gradually optimized over the

replies including, “What’s

— albeit still charming —

that are lucky enough to

decades, resulting in kayaks

stopping you?”

and now also available at the

commute by sailboat.

Kayak

made from fiberglass or
rotomolded plastic; there’s
even a foldable one.
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utilitarian one, there are
some lucky folks in places

Hotel Venice in Las Vegas.
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